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Power vocals, enticing harmonies and a few party tracks for your listening pleasure. Legal is composed of

12 short stories describing my journey from a young lady to a woman. There is no doubt that there will be

a song or two that you can relate to. 12 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop

Crossover Details: At 52, this perfect size six has a perfect ten voice and personality to match. From an

early age, GIA knew exactly what she wanted to do, SING! This 21-year-old has dreamed of touching

others with her gift, a gift that hypnotizes listeners into a trance impossible to break. It has always been

my desire to sing and perform, GIA states. I crave to see the expression of the crowd as I sing. Ive come

a long way over the past few years. I am not only a woman now, I am an ENTERTAINER. What is so

captivating about GIAs talent is her versatility. She has an amazing range like the great divas who can

interpret a ballad with maturity and grace. Yet, her sound is sultry coupled with new-school-rhythm and

blues flavor similar to Beyonce and the powerful range of Fantasia. Each note reverberates with an

intertwining of intense feeling, just as smooth live than if recorded; a natural talent that doesnt need any

gloss or touch-ups. Since the age of 15, GIA has received professional vocal lessons in an effort to

control her big voice. She has grown over the years and that big voice has turned into a fine-tuned

instrument. I truly believe GIA will be one of the greatest vocalists and performers of all time, states

Tremaine Rose, GIAs manager and friend. Ive seen her move grown men to tears through song. Its a

phenomenal experience to hear Gia sing live. In addition to her performances and training, this natural

talent writes and arranges lyrics with local producers. It is obvious why audiences are moved after a GIA

performance. Her voice is strong, sweet, sultry, sexy, and classy; every clich imaginable, except GIA is

the real deal. GIA has performed two years in a row at the Billboard/AURN R&B/Hip Hop Conference

where she stole the show in the new artist showcase. She has opened up for major recording acts, Jody
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Watley and Shanice. She has touched thousands with her voice across the country from Chicago to New

York City to Miami. Its about that time. Get ready world!
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